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One of the reasons that the mainstream media is not covering the Gosnell trial is simply this-- America has gotten used to death—and in particular, the deaths of the unborn in abortion is simply not considered news-- no matter how horribly they die.

Moreover--it is a sad fact that the majority of journalists support legalized abortion. If they were to pay attention to the Gosnell horror-story--this would bring attention to the scandal of legalized abortion-- and they simply will not allow their unholy sacrament to be touched! They will protect the practice of abortion with their silence.

The old hard-boiled news statement- "if it bleeds it reads" is simply not the case in the media world when the blood is that of the innocent unborn killed in abortion.

Kermit Gosnell and his abortion clinic staff are standing trial, charged with illegal abortion practices-- practices that even involved the killing of unborn children who were already out of the womb--in a kind of "post-womb" abortion method. However, should our nation really be so shocked by Kermit Gosnell? The law already says that we can kill the innocent--such killing is sanctioned. All Gosnell did was take this sanction to its logical conclusion since there is no moral distinction between killing the unborn before they are born--and slaying them after they have emerged from the womb.

Perhaps it's not just Gosnell who should stand trial--but our whole national ethic that needs to be indicted that permits such killing in the first place.